ARCHITECTURALS HOLD ENJOYABLE SMOKER

Mr. E. I. Williams, '08, Gives Talk on Architecture in Europe.

Last night the Architectural Society held its second smoker of the year—one of the best meetings the society has had. Over eighty students were present to enjoy the talk of the speaker of the evening, Mr. E. I. Williams, '08.

Mr. Williams, who won the Travelling scholarship in 1915, spoke interestedly concerning the American Institute at Rome. He gave a brief resume of the different procedure of the students abroad, as compared with the methods pursued by those at Tech.

He showed how architecture was neither studied as a subject for science nor distinction, but by a combination of the two plus reason.

The following are the main points in his lecture:

1. The present tendency is most clearly in favor of studying the methods by which the French students study the elements and how they treat them, and the reasons why they consult the French system, which in his opinion is far from being enough to be employed one semester. He explained how the students' view were and how valuable it was for a student to have the ability to think along these lines, and how it is the standard for the Tech spirit for study, much like the "Tech spirit.

Then followed a description of the American Academy at Rome, the general procedure being ignored, for it is not a school but a home in which the students dwell by coming in contact with some of the finest things in art and architecture. (Continued on Page 2.)

NO TECH ENTRY.

Team Will Not Meet Harvard in C. A. C. Games Next Week.

Coach Kandy and Captain German have decided that since the examinations will have started by the time scheduled for the Coast Artillery Corp games, no relay team will be entered in this meet. This decision was made in order to give the members of the relay team a real chance to study for their exams, for, if they entered the race, it would be impossible for their studies to have been neglected. These games take place on January 27th, the Scarlet Armys on Irvington street. All men desiring to enter will be notified in time by coach Kandy, who will not ask anyone to give up their time in favor of the meet.

Yesterday afternoon the men were again timed for a 300-yard trial, which, however, will have no effect on their standing, the latter being entirely decided during the final trials on Saturday and Wednesday. H. S. Sumner, the speedy freshman, is still running long, but nevertheless will take his trial, and still has a fine chance to make the team.

PREVIOUS "POL-ECON" EXAMINATIONS

Examinations Reprinted for Benefit of Juniors.

The members of the Junior class will, no doubt, and the past examinations in Political Economy, which will be placed, will be of use in studying for the examination which comes Saturday, January 25, from 9 to 11 A.M. We are enabled to reprint these questions through the courtesy of Professor DeWey, who kindly went through his files and picked out the examinations, which were given in 12, 11, 10, 9 and 8.

January, 1912.

1. Define or explain:
   (a) Utility.
   (b) The law of marginal utility.
   (c) Distinction between free and economic goods.

2. Is consumption of wealth for transfer or transfer advantageous to labor as a whole?

3. What is the difference between a partnership and a corporation? Illustrate by a diagram if possible.

4. Is price determined? Illustrate by a diagram if possible.

5. Is the market the employer or the employee who is determined by the price of output?

6. Deducted from wages?

7. What effect on exchange has the war?

8. Is an economic advantage to a community to limit the rate of interest?

9. Is a tax a burden upon industry?

10. Define:
   (a) Rent.
   (b) Marginal cost.
   (c) Discount.
   (d) Closed shop.

January, 1911.

1. What were the advantages of the separation of the office of insurance of life from the office of insurance of property?

2. Explain the significance of asset theory and of capitalization of taxes?

3. What is the Malthusian theory?

4. Define "dumping" as applied to international trade.

5. What is the Walrasian theory?

6. Define the two kinds of co-operation and the defects of each.

7. Can land owners shift a tax on rent?

8. Enumerate in detail the arguments in favor of protection.

9. To what extent are different business organizations?

10. To what extent are different business organizations?

MUSEUM COURSE.

There will be the two usual lectures at the Museum of Fine Arts next Sunday afternoon, for the Society. Dr. George H. Cress will speak on Greek Vases in the Greek collections, on the ground floor, at 2:30. Dr. Chase being the assistant professor and curator of classical art at Harvard, is well qualified to speak on this subject. At 4 o'clock the members of the Department of Egyptian Art, Mr. Joseph Lin- don Smith will meet all visitors to that collection. This public is invited to attend both the lectures and the Egyptian Galleries.

SOFS VS. BRIDGEWATER.

The Sophomore basketball team will play the Bridgewater Normal quintet tonight, that of the relation of labor to the employer, and that they must solve it individually and each company to earn a living. For their relations with labor must not be interpreted, as they must use labor to perform their tasks, and they must
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The Sophomore basketball team will play the Bridgewater Normal quintet tonight, that of the relation of labor to the employer, and that they must solve it individually and each company to earn a living. For their relations with labor must not be interpreted, as they must use labor to perform their tasks, and they must

WEATHER.

Forecast for Boston and vicinity: Cloudy, probably local rains today; moderate southwest winds.

CALENDAR.


Alumni Meeting at New York, January 19, 1915.

4:00—Boston Symphony Orchestra Concert—Worsley.

Saturday, January 18, 1915.

5:00—Boston Symphony—Worsley.

1:00—Wrestling Team—Marblehead. Alumni Meeting at New York.
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The American Brass Company
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER BRAND
Ansonia, Connecticut

Manufacturers of
Brass Copper Rods, Brass and Copper Sheets, Rods, Wire and Tubes.

Sole Manufacturers of
"TOBIN BRONZE"

(Trade Mark Registered)

THE ADVANTAGES WE OFFER

Progressive, large resources and two conveniently located, thoroughly modern bank buildings, combine to make the Old Colony Trust Company the most desirable depository in New England.

Interest-bearing accounts subject to check may be opened either at Court Street or Temple Place, and the two offices are intercommunicated by the private banking business.

You are cordially invited to inspect the modern Safety Deposit Vaults at either office.

OLD COLONY TRUST CO.
Main Office
Court Street

Branch Office
Temple Place
SHOW MAY BE GIVEN IN N. Y. THIS YEAR

Alumni at Reunion to Be Asked to Support New York Performance.

Now that the time of the Alumni Reunion in New York is near the Show is doing the most it can to persuade the hundreds of Institute men who will thus be brought together to do all in their power to make a performance of "Money in Sight" a possibility for New York City. It has been the ambition of the Show management for the last two or three years to give such a performance, but so far it has not seemed possible to do so. The reason presents a simple way in which to reach the Alumni, so that it becomes an important consideration for a performance in the Astor Hotel on April 19, 1913, has been progressing for the past three years.

The possibility of a production in New York was first brought to the attention of the New York Alumni Association by R. V. Weeks, general manager, on the 15th of November. The Association seemed to be enthusiasm about the project and appointed a committee to look after the Show's interests. The members of the committee were S. K. Spaulding, '80, chairman, E. P. P. Fisk, '87, W. M. Martin, '11, and H. K. Stump, '10. These men have met several times and have appointed the work among themselves, thus one man is to handle the Alumni, another the advertisement, a third the advertising, and a fourth the ticket sales.

As the first means of bringing the idea to the attention of the Institute Alumni in general, it was determined to advertise as extensively as possible at the time of the reunion. So it happened that immediately after the Christmas holidays two of the famous pictures of past Shows were taken from the Union and sent to New York. These have been put on prominent places, one at the Hotel Plaza, the headquarters, and the other in the Astor Hotel. Moreover, two hundred table cards of "Charles in Spain" have been forwarded and will be on exhibition at every vantage point. In addition, 1,600 handbills have been printed and will be scattered among the Alumni. The New York committee feels confident that considerable enthusiasm in New York production of "Money in Sight" will be manifested among the Alumni. In order to test the sentiment and to find out how far they are still enthusiastic from the reunion the management is going to write letters with return postals to each of the eleven hundred of the New York Alumni, inquiring to what extent each man personally will be asked to support the performance on April 19th. The replies are expected to be completed by the first of February, and if they indicate a sufficient support to make the trip a financial success, "Money in Sight" will be given in the Hotel Astor, and April 19th will be New York City's next date.

C. F. HOVEY & CO.

Men's Custom Shirts

Our Regular $2.50 Colored Madras Shirts, in Plain Bosom or Negligee Styles, Reduced in One-half Dozen Lots to $2.75

Regular $4.50 Colored Shirts Reduced in One-half Dozen Lots to $3.25

Men's White Bosom Shirts Made to Order from $2.00 Upwards

Fit and Quality of Workmanship Guaranteed

Influence

Make men happier and you make them better.

But how can you make men happier—
if they already smoke

The pound glass humidor jar is the only chance. Some men haven't seen that big Velvet humidor. Handy for the den. Keeps Velvet fresh and flavorsome.
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE


THEY'RE NOTED

Majestic Theatre.

Tonight at 8

Matinee Wed. & Sat. Matinees at 2:15

2 Weeks Only

Hanky Panky

Shubert Theatre. From 11:45

Wed. and Sat. Matinees at 3:15

THE LITTLE PLACE

"ROUND THE CORNER"

Copley Lunch

Quick Service

Hotel Cumberland

New York, New York

Southwest cor. Broadway and Fifty-fourth St.

"The Original"

Tech Barber Shop

Increased Business. Increased Help. Everything Sterilized. - Copley Square

Herrick, Copley Square

Choice Seats for all Theatres

Phone 66-2325

New Number Connecting. Five Phones

"A Little out of the way but it pays to walk"

Breakfast Combination No. 1

Served at the Tech Union from 7:30 to 9 a.m.

Cereal and Cream

One Hot Rolls or Corn Muffin, Biscuit.

Cup of Tea, Coffee, Cocoa or Glass of Milk.

Price 12 Cents

All Goods Required by Students of

MacCllan's

502 Boyleston Street

Drawing Instruments and Materials, Fountain Pens, Text-Books

Write Ideas for Moving Picture Plays

YOU CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND EARN $25. OR MORE WEEKLY

We Will Show You How!

If you have ideas—if you can think—we will show you the secrets of this fascinating new profession. Positively no experience or literary excellence necessary. No "flowery language" is wanted.

The demand for photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are "mowing heaven and earth" in their attempts to get enough good plots to supply the ever-increasing demand. They are offering $100, and more, for single scenarios, or written ideas.

We have received many letters from the film manufacturers, such as Vitagraph, Edison, Essanay, Lubin, Solax, IMP, Rex, Reliance, Champion, Comet, Mills, etc., urging us to send photoplays to them. We want more writers and we'll gladly tend you the secrets of success.

If you have ideas, why not write to us and see if you can't make a few dollars writing photoplays?

We are selling photoplays written by people who "never before wrote a line for publication."

You will earn $100 monthly for spare time work.

Send your name and address at once for free copy of our illustrated book, "MOVING PICTURE PLAYWRITING."

Don't hesitate. Don't argue. Write now and learn what this new profession may mean for you and your future.

National Authors Institute

R. 688-1543 Broadway

New York City